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WARNING:
1. Ryco recommends the assembly be fitted as a pre-filter only acting as a first line of defence.

Caution: Beware2.
of Ensure
hot engine
components.
thebayengine
bay and work station is clean from contaminants that may get into the components to be fitted.

Steps:

3. To avoid
fuel
apply
567 thread sealant (supplied) to all brass fittings fitted to the filter assembly.
Caution:
Beware
of leaks
hot engine
bayLoctite®
components.
Caution: Beware of hot engine bay components.

1. Remove the 10mm bolt securing the corner of the fuse box then do the
same with the 13mm bolt securing the ABS unit to the vehicle. Refer top
1. Remove the 10mm bolt securing the corner of the fuse box then
do and
the the drain plug are all screwed in properly.
image of bolt locations.
bowl
same with the 13mm bolt securing the ABS unit to the vehicle. Refer top
image of bolt locations.
bowl and the
drain
plug are
all the
screwed
in properly.
7. Secure the assembly
to the
bracket
using
remaining
two 6mm bolts,
screwdriver.
7. Secure the assembly to the bracket using the remaining two 6mm bolts,
in tightly.
screwdriver.
3. Due to engine
bay space limitations, once the bracket is installed remove
8. Pick up the in
fueltightly.
injection hose and measure the length needed to reach
3. Due to engine bay space limitations, once the bracket is installed remove
8. Pick
up the
injection
and measure
thetolength
needed to reach
the desired length,
insert
onefuel
hose
clamp hose
and connect
the hose
the inlet
and secure it with the clamp.
the desired length, insert one hose clamp and connect the hose to the inlet
housing.
secure quick
it withconnector
the clamp.
9. Connect theand
remaining
to the hose left following the
4. Use one of housing.
the quick connectors supplied in the kit and push it in to one
same technique securing it with a clamp. Connect to the inlet of the factory
9. Connect the remaining quick connector to the hose left following the
oneassist.
of the quick
supplied
in thewith
kit and
in tooutlet
one of the
same
securingit itwith
withthea clamp. Connect to the inlet of the factory
small amount 4.
of Use
oil may
Push connectors
all the way in
and secure
the push it the
Rycotechnique
unit and secure
hose clamp supplied. Connect the hose to the line from the tank (lower
smallthe
amount
oileasily
may assist.
Push
the on.
way in and secure with
theout
outlet
of the
Rycoby
unit
and secure
it with on
thethe
clamp.
section) and leave
other of
end
accessible
foralllater
10.the
Bleed the air
of the
system
loosening
the screw
top of
hose clamp supplied. Connect the hose to the line from the tank (lower
section) and leave the other end easily accessible for later on. before switching
10.the
Bleed
the off
air (some
out of the
system
by come
loosening
the bleeder
screw on the top of
ignition
diesel
fuel will
out the

Steps:

check there arebefore
no fuel
leaks, if the ignition
engine stalls
simply
switch
switching
off (some
diesel
fuelthe
willignition
come out the bleeder
on, wait for a couple seconds and try again.
(as supplied) to
section
to theremoved.
vehicle. Re-use both bolts removed to
thesecure
plasticthe
cliptop
was
previously
check there are no fuel leaks, if the engine stalls simply switch the ignition
on, wait for a couple seconds and try again.
visible loosen up the drain plug and let the contaminated fuel drain out until
(as supplied) to secure the top section to the vehicle.
thread sealant (supplied) to avoid fuel leaks. Apply the sealant all around
good fuel comes out. Tighten the drain plug. To complete the process pour
visible loosen up the drain plug and let the contaminated fuel drain out until
thread sealant (supplied) to avoid fuel leaks. Apply the sealant all around
good fuel comes out. Tighten the drain plug. To complete the process pour

the plastic clip was previously removed. Re-use both bolts removed to
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